Theoretical analysis of the effects of viscous losses and abdominal straining on urinary outlet function.
The aim of this study was to theoretically explore the relationship between the tube law (TL) of the urethra and the pressure-flow (p-Q) relationship during micturition. The understanding of this relation is important for the evaluation of outlet obstruction by urodynamic interpretation of p-Q plots. We simulated the outlet function by a lumped theoretical model, and suggested how the TL can be used to quantitatively predict the p-Q relationship of the system. Our analysis considered the relation between the TL and the steady state p-Q plot for various TLs including the hysteresis of the pressure-area relationship. The inclusion of pressure losses distal to the flow controlling zone and experimentally measured p-A relations of the urethra in the model lead to the predictions that flow in the flow controlling zone is not always critical but is often in the sub-critical range, that an increase in abdominal pressure can increase the flow under certain conditions, and that hysteresis in the pressure-area relation is correlated to the hysteresis in the p-Q plot.